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Big Thought

Session 01  -  My Story

TEXT: EPHESIANS 2:10

Notes

You are more  __________________________________  than you  ______________________________________.
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The Arrow

Arrow Shaft—primary structural part of 
the arrow to which the other components 
are attached (____________________—God’s story 
and your story together)Arrow Nock—plastic tip that 

connects the arrow to what 
makes it fly (____________________)

Arrow Fletchings—feathers 
on the back of the arrow 
that keep it flying straight 
(____________________)

Arrowhead—the primary 
functional part of the arrow, 
which enables it to accomplish 
its purpose (____________________)

Index Fletches—feathers that 
help align the arrow the right 
way (____________________)
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Ten Moments
Take a few minutes to brainstorm a list of ten moments in your life that have made the biggest impact on 
the person you are today. This list should include both high points and hard times:

1. _______________________________________________________

 
2. _______________________________________________________

 
3. _______________________________________________________

 
4. _______________________________________________________

 
5. _______________________________________________________

1. _______________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________ 

4. _______________________________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________________________

After you have listed ten moments, circle 
the six most important moments. Then write 
those six in chronological order from the 
earliest in your life to the latest in your life.

1. _______________________________________________________ 

2. _______________________________________________________ 

3. _______________________________________________________ 

4. _______________________________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________________________ 

6. _______________________________________________________

FIVE HIGH POINTS FIVE HARD TIMES
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Six-Sketch Storyboard - Emma ExamPle
Draw a simple picture of your top six hinge moments of your life in the order they happened in the six 
boxes below:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

            Six-Sketch Storyboard Title: __________________________________________________________________________________

Peaceful PaPa Days

ImPrints in the Sand

Only Lonely Days

If at FIrst You Don't Succeed...

Watermelon Sugar Time

StePPing UP to the Starting 
Line

Try, Try Again
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Six-Sketch Storyboard
Draw a simple picture of each of the six most impactive moments of your life in the order they happened 
in the six boxes below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

            Six-Sketch Storyboard Title: __________________________________________________________________________________
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No, we neither make 
nor save ourselves. 
God does both the 
making and saving. 
He creates each of 
us by Christ Jesus 
to join him in the 
work he does, the 
good work he has 
gotten ready for us 
to do, work we had 
better be doing. 
Ephesians 2:10 – (The message)
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Insights to Share
As you look at your Six-Sketch Storyboard, take a few minutes to identify a few insights that you have 
gained through this exercise. Be sure to include these insights when you share your story with your group.

Insight #1: Celebration
Which picture from your Six-Sketch Storyboard represents your biggest celebration? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Insight #2: Struggle 
Which picture from your Six-Sketch Storyboard represents your greatest struggle or pain point? What was 
the biggest lesson you have learned from this pain point in your life?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Insight #3: Heroes
Who (besides God) has had the biggest impact on your story? Why? (List up to 3 people.)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Insight #4: Presence
Where in your story have you sensed God’s presence most? Why?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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If you want to 
identify me, ask 
me not where I 
live or what I  
like to eat or how 
I comb my hair but 
ask me what  
I am living for.  
Thomas Merton


